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Abstract
Searches for charginos and neutralinos are performed with the data collected by the
ALEPH detector at LEP at centre-of-mass energies near 183 GeV. In these searches, it
is assumed that R-parity is conserved and that the lightest neutralino is the LSP. No
evidence of a signal is observed in the 57 pb−1 accumulated, which excludes chargino
and associated neutralino production up to the kinematic limit over large regions of
the MSSM parameter space. Under the assumptions of common gaugino and common
sfermion masses at the unication scale, the interplay between the chargino, neutralino
and slepton exclusions allows a lower limit of 27 GeV=c2 to be set on the mass of the
lightest neutralino. Tighter constraints on the MSSM parameter space are obtained
using in addition exclusions in the Higgs sector. Finally, the results are interpreted
within the framework of minimal supergravity.
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1 Introduction
In 1997, the ALEPH detector at LEP collected an integrated luminosity of 57 pb−1 in e+e−
collisions at centre-of-mass energies near 183GeV. This increased energy allowed searches
for the new states predicted by supersymmetric models [1] to be performed in an as yet
unexplored domain. Signals of scalar leptons [2] or scalar quarks [3] were not observed, and
mass lower limits have been set. In this paper, searches for charginos and neutralinos, the
supersymmetric partners of the gauge and Higgs bosons, are reported. The data sample,
hereafter referred to as the 183 GeV data, consists of 0.2 pb−1 collected at 180.8GeV,
3.9_pb−1 at 181.7GeV, 50.9 pb−1 at 182.7GeV and 1.9 pb−1 at 183.8GeV. The analyses are
conducted within the framework of the minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard
model (MSSM) with R-parity conservation. The lightest neutralino  is assumed to be the
lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP); it is neutral, stable, and weakly interacting, and
therefore escapes detection.
Standard notations and conventions are used for the MSSM parameters, as detailed in
Ref. [4]. The unication relation M1 =
5
3
M2 tan
2 W among the gaugino SUSY breaking
mass terms is assumed throughout. The region where M2  jj is referred to as the higgsino
region, and the region where jj  M2 as the gaugino region. In the higgsino region, the
lightest neutralino  is close in mass to the lightest chargino , while in the gaugino region
mχ  mχ±=2. The region of small negative  and low M2 is referred to as the mixed region.
Charginos (,2 ) are pair produced in the s channel via photon and Z exchange and
in the t channel via sneutrino exchange, with destructive interference between the s and the
t terms. As a consequence, lighter sneutrinos are associated with a lower production cross
section. In most cases charginos decay to the lightest neutralino and a fermion anti-fermion
pair via W, slepton, and squark exchange.
Neutralinos (,0,00,000) are pair produced in the s channel via Z exchange and in the
t channel via selectron exchange, with constructive interference between the s and the t
terms. Neutralino cross sections are therefore larger if selectrons are lighter. In most cases
neutralinos decay to a lighter neutralino and a fermion anti-fermion pair via Z, slepton,
and squark exchange. In the higgsino region, 0 is the only relevant neutralino production
process. In the mixed region, the heavier neutralinos (00; 000) can also be produced. They
decay through cascades to the lighter neutralinos, thus giving rise to complex topologies. In
this same region the radiative decay 0 ! γ has a sizeable branching ratio.
The main features which aect the nal state topologies are the dierence in mass between
the produced particles and the LSP, and the leptonic decay branching ratios. As in Ref. [4],
a large number of selections is used to cope with the various possibilities. After a brief
description of the ALEPH detector in Section 2, an overview of these selections is given in
Section 3. The detailed descriptions of the selection variables and criteria are deferred to
Appendices.
The chargino-neutralino mass spectrum is entirely determined by the parameters M2, 
and tan . Except when all sfermions are suciently heavy, detailed information as to the
sfermion mass spectrum is needed to specify the various production cross sections and decay
1
branching ratios. For this purpose, a common SUSY breaking mass m0 is assumed for all
sleptons and squarks at the grand unication scale, and the renormalization group equations
are used to determine the low energy parameters.
Cross section upper limits for chargino and neutralino production are rst extracted
from the data. Excluded domains in the MSSM parameter space are then determined, and
limits on the masses of charginos and neutralinos, in particular of the lightest one, are
inferred. The influence of tan  and m0 on the LSP mass lower limit is investigated, and
a limit independent of tan and m0 is obtained. These results are presented in Section 4.
Constraints on the MSSM parameter space inferred from Higgs boson searches [5] are also
discussed in Section 4. Finally, an interpretation of all supersymmetric particle and Higgs
boson searches performed by ALEPH is presented in that same section within the framework
of minimal supergravity [6], i.e, assuming unication of Higgs boson and sfermion masses
and radiative electroweak symmetry breaking. A comprehensive summary of all results is
given in Section 5.
2 The ALEPH Detector
A thorough description of the ALEPH detector can be found in Refs. [7, 8], and an account
of its performance as well as a description of the standard analysis algorithms in Ref. [9].
Briefly, the tracking system consists of a silicon vertex detector, a cylindrical drift
chamber, and a large time projection chamber, all immersed in a 1.5 T magnetic eld
provided by a superconducting solenoidal coil. This ensemble allows a charged particle
1=pT resolution of (6 10−4  5 10−3=pT ) (GeV=c)−1 to be achieved.
Between the tracking system and the coil, a highly granular electromagnetic calorimeter
is used to identify electrons and photons and to measure their energy with a relative
resolution of 0:18=
p
E + 0:009 (E in GeV). It is complemented at low angles by luminosity
calorimeters. The iron return yoke is instrumented to act as a hadron calorimeter. It provides
a measurement of the hadronic energy with a relative resolution of 0:85=
p
E (E in GeV) and,
together with external chambers, allows muon identication. Altogether, the calorimetric
coverage is hermetic down to 34 mrad of the beam axis.
The information from all these detectors is combined in an energy flow algorithm which
provides a list of particles, categorized as charged particles, photons, and neutral hadrons.
These particles are used in all the analyses which follow, in particular to determine global
quantities such as total energy or missing momentum. The resolution achieved on the total
energy is (0:6
p
E + 0:6) GeV (E in GeV).
The relevant trigger conditions are highly redundant and fully ecient for the simulated
signal events accepted by the selection criteria described in the next section.
2
3 Searches for Charginos and Neutralinos
If all sfermions are substantially heavier than the W and Z bosons, charginos and neutralinos
decay via W and Z exchange, respectively. In this case, chargino searches are performed in
the four-jet topology (4J) and in a topology with hadrons plus an isolated electron or muon
(2J‘) as in Ref. [4]. New analyses are introduced to cover the case where the lepton is a tau
(2J). In the higgsino region, 0 production and decay lead to a dominant acoplanar jet
topology (AJ). In the mixed region, cascade decays of the heavier neutralinos and radiative
decays of 0 are selected by a multihadron{plus{photon analysis (4Jγ).
The properties of the decay products are mainly governed by the mass dierence M
between the decaying particle and the lightest neutralino. For small M (typical of the
higgsino region) the phase space for the decay is small and the signal topology resembles
that of γγ ! hadrons events, whereas for large M (typical of the gaugino and mixed
regions) the signal topology is closer to that of four-fermion nal states originating from,
e.g., WW and ZZ production. The very low (VL), low (L), high (H) and very high (VH)
M regions are addressed by dierent selections.
If sleptons are light, leptonic decays of charginos and neutralinos are enhanced due to
the increased influence of slepton exchange diagrams. The dominant topology consists of
an acoplanar lepton pair (A‘). When sleptons are light enough, two-body decays such as
 ! ‘~, 0 ! ‘~‘, and the invisible 0 ! ~ become kinematically allowed. In the mixed
region, production and cascade decays of the heavier neutralinos give rise to nal states
containing many leptons. These topologies are covered by a dedicated multilepton analysis
(M‘).
The chargino and neutralino selections are similar to those developed for the 161 and
172GeV data [4]. Only a general description of the search strategy and optimization as well
as the most important cuts are given here. Details can be found in Appendix A, where the
variables are described, and Appendix B, where the various selections are detailed.
The selection criteria are optimized according to the N 95 prescription, i.e., by minimizing
the expected 95% C.L. cross section upper limit in the absence of signal, determined from
Monte Carlo simulations [10]. Except for the A‘ selections, no background subtraction is
performed. The selections are optimized for several M values. Some cut values, hereafter
referred to as sliding cuts, are parametrized as a function of M . With this method, events
contribute only for the precise M values with which they are consistent.
Due to the diculty to simulate the γγ ! hadrons background accurately, a specic
procedure is used to reject this background, as discussed in Ref. [4]. Energy-based and
direction-based variables are used in conjunction. The resulting anti-γγ cuts are more
stringent than would be required by the N95 prescription. For optimization purposes, an
event rejected by a single cut still counts as a fraction of an event, with a weight depending
on its distance from the cut value. In the case of the very low M selections, where
γγ ! hadrons is the main background, all criteria are optimized simultaneously according
to this prescription. For the other selections, the optimization is aimed at the reduction of
the other backgrounds, and the anti-γγ cuts are only allowed to be tightened.
3
3.1 Monte Carlo Samples
The signal events were generated with SUSYGEN [11], which simulates chargino and
neutralino production, including cascade decays and two- and three-body decays as well
as nal state radiation.
Standard Model processes were simulated with
 UNIBAB [12] for Bhabha production;
 KORALZ [13] for +− and +− production;
 PHOT02 [14] for γγ ! leptons events and tagged γγ ! hadrons events;
 PHOJET [15] for untagged γγ ! hadrons events;
 KORALW [16] for WW events;
 PYTHIA [17] for all other processes.
The simulated samples correspond to at least 15 times the integrated luminosity of the data,
except for γγ ! hadrons where the factor is ve. The γγ ! hadrons events were generated
with hadronic masses in excess of 2.5GeV=c2. All standard model background samples were
processed through the full detector simulation as well as the signal samples for charginos
close to the kinematic limit. For the other samples of chargino events and for the neutralino
event samples, a fast simulation was used. This fast simulation was cross-checked with
several fully simulated samples.
3.2 Chargino selections
For a given M value, the 2J‘ selections, which are always relevant except for extreme values
of the leptonic branching ratio, are optimized rst. The 4J selections are optimized next,
keeping the 2J‘ selections unchanged and minimizing the expected cross section upper limit
of the combined 2J‘ and 4J selections for a signal with W branching ratios. In a last step,
the 2J selections are optimized in a similar way, as additional to the 4J and 2J‘ selections.
The chargino selections are designed for a particular range of M values: H and VH for
M ’ mχ±=2 and above, L for M ’ 20GeV=c2, and VL for M < 10GeV=c2. Sliding
cuts ensure smooth transitions between M regions, but the choice of variables inherently
limits the domain of applicability of any given selection.
The 4J and 2J‘ analyses are similar to those described in Ref. [4], except for the
introduction of sliding cuts. For the high M analyses, the visible and hadronic energies
are preferred to the visible and hadronic masses. Indeed, the main background arises from
WW production in which the W’s have a non-negligible boost at
p
s ’ 183GeV, while
the optimization is aimed at charginos close to the kinematic limit (i.e., with masses larger
4
than mW). Cuts on the missing mass and on the energy of the leading lepton reduce the
WW ! ‘qq background. The ycut value y23 for which a given event, clustered with the
Durham algorithm, changes from a two-jet to a three-jet topology is used to reject the
WW ! qq background in conjunction with the visible mass (hadronic energy) in the 4J
(2J‘) analyses. As a side eect, the eciency of the 4J selections on signal events with
two jets and a  is greatly reduced, and new analyses are introduced for those topologies.
The 2J selections are based on global kinematic quantities, i.e., no attempt is made to
reconstruct the  jet. The background rejection is performed using the thrust, the visible
energy, the visible mass, the missing mass, the acoplanarity and y23.
The chargino selections for the very low M region, which are quite sensitive to the γγ
background, are improved with respect to those used at 161 and 172GeV. The eciency is
increased by the lower value of the visible mass cut (3 GeV=c2 instead of 4 GeV=c2), which
necessitated a redesign of the other cuts to maintain the background at a low level. The
missing transverse momentum, the transverse acoplanarity and the missing mass are used to
disentangle the signal from the γγ background. In the 2J‘-VL selection, the requirement of
a lepton reduces the contamination from γγ ! hadrons, and cuts on the lepton transverse
momentum and energy are used against the γγ ! +− background.
The A‘ selections are used to cope with the cases where both charginos decay leptonically.
The conguration where the sneutrino is lighter than the chargino is special. The relevant
mass dierence is mχ±−mν˜ rather than mχ±−mχ because the sneutrino is usually invisible.
Hence, the acoplanar lepton chargino search is dierent in the case of three-body decays (A‘-
3) and two-body decays to sneutrino (A‘-2). The topologies are very similar to WW ! ‘‘,
except for the additional missing energy carried away by the two LSP’s. These analyses are
based on the searches for sleptons [2], but mixed lepton flavours are allowed. Cuts on the
leading lepton energy are used to reject the WW background. In the case of A‘-2, the cut
values are calculated from the chargino and sneutrino masses in order to select only the
signal region; in the case of A‘-3, the sliding cut values are given in Appendix B. Final
states with  ’s suer from large backgrounds; the ‘‘, ‘ , and  topologies are therefore
considered separately.
3.3 Neutralino selections
In the higgsino region, the only relevant neutralino production process is e+e− ! 0 which,
in the MSSM, allows parameter congurations kinematically inaccessible to chargino pair
production to be explored. The dominant decay mechanism is 0 ! Z because the higgsino
components of  and 0, responsible for their couplings to the Z, are large in that region.
Acoplanar jets arising from the Z decay therefore constitute the main nal state topology
in the higgsino region.
Since the mass dierence M between the two neutralinos decreases when M2 increases,
two selections are designed for that region; the AJ-L selection, optimized for the low M
region (below 20 GeV=c2), and the AJ-H selection, suited to the higher M values. The
optimization for the 183 GeV data leads to only one change with respect to the selections
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applied at 161 and 172 GeV. For a more ecient rejection of the higher four-fermion
background expected, the cut on the visible mass is replaced by a sliding cut on the missing
mass. Indeed, since two massive ’s escape detection, the missing mass is expected to be
large and increasing with decreasing M , while four-fermion events generally have a smaller
missing mass.
In the mixed region, additional production processes contribute such as e+e− ! 00 or
e+e− ! 00, with possible cascade decays of the heaviest neutralinos. The AJ-H selection
still applies, but it is supplemented by a jets-plus-photon selection (4Jγ) to cope with the
0 ! γ decay which may be sizeable in that region.
When sleptons are light, the leptonic branching ratios are enhanced through 0 ! ~‘‘ !
‘‘. An acoplanar lepton or  selection (A‘-), similar to that used for slepton searches
[2], addresses the nal states resulting from 0 production. Same flavour leptons are
required and the WW background is reduced by cuts on the lepton momenta. A selection
of multileptonic nal states (M‘), accompanied or not by hadrons, addresses the topologies
resulting from e+e− ! 00 or from the production of heavier neutralinos. In the M‘
selection, at least two electrons or two muons must be identied and the background is
reduced by the use of sliding cuts on the lepton momenta and the visible mass.
3.4 Combination of selections
In the case of chargino production, the optimal combination of the 2J‘, 4J and 2J selections
is determined as a function of M using samples of chargino events close to the kinematic
limit and with  ! W decays. Combinations are dened in eight M regions as
summarized in Table 1. The corresponding eciencies and total background are shown
in Fig. 1.
As expected, each analysis is used in the M region for which it is designed. One
exception is the 2J‘-VL selection which suers from a sizeable contamination from γγ
interactions at low M . However, for M > 15GeV=c2, the use of sliding cuts reduces
the contamination to a negligible level while the eciency remains substantial. This is why
2J‘-VL is also used in the range 15 < M < 25GeV=c2 for which it is not optimized.
The other exception is 4J-H which is not used for M > 53GeV=c2 because of its larger
contamination from the WW and qq backgrounds compared to 2J‘-H.
The same eight M regions are considered to address the case of sleptons light enough
for leptonic decays to be enhanced, but still suciently heavy for two-body decays to be
kinematically forbidden. In a given region, the optimal combination of the selections shown
in Table 1 and of the chargino acoplanar lepton selections is determined as a function of
the leptonic branching ratio. The leptonic branching ratio is varied by reweighting chargino
events generated with  ! W decays. This procedure is applied only for mass dierences
typical of the gaugino and mixed regions since the branching ratios of charginos in the
higgsino region are not very sensitive to the slepton masses. As a result, combinations are
dened in regions of the (M , BR`) plane (Table 2), where BR` is the chargino branching
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Table 1: Combinations of chargino selections as a function of M for heavy sleptons.
M range 4J 2J‘ 2J
(GeV=c2) H L VL H L VL VH H L
M > 53
p p
36 < M < 53
p p p p
25 < M < 36
p p p
21 < M < 25
p p p p
15 < M < 21
p p p p
9 < M < 15
p p p
6 < M < 9
p p p
M < 6
p p p
Table 2: Combinations of chargino selections as a function of BR` for various M ranges.
M > 53GeV=c2
BR` range 4J-H 2J‘-H 2J -VH ‘‘-3
BR` < 1%
p
1% < BR` < 9%
p p p
9% < BR` < 25%
p p
25% < BR` < 32%
p p p
BR` > 32%
p
36 < M < 53GeV=c2
BR` range 4J-H 2J‘-H 2J -VH 2J -H ‘‘-3 ‘ -3
BR` < 10%
p p p
10% < BR` < 17%
p p p p
17% < BR` < 22%
p p p
22% < BR` < 27%
p p p p p
27% < BR` < 32%
p p p p
BR` > 32%
p p
25 < M < 36GeV=c2
BR` range 4J-H 2J‘-H 2J -L ‘‘-3 ‘ -3
BR` < 2%
p
2% < BR` < 22%
p p p
22% < BR` < 25%
p p p
25% < BR` < 32%
p p p p
BR` > 32%
p p
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Table 3: Combinations of neutralino selections as a function of M for heavy sleptons.
M range (GeV=c2) Selections
M < 15 (higgsino region) AJ-L
15 < M < 20 (higgsino region) AJ-L.or.AJ-H
20 < M < 40 (higgsino region) AJ-H
M > 40 (mixed region) 4Jγ.or.AJ-H
ratio into a single lepton flavour. The ‘‘-3, ‘ -3, and  -3 symbols refer to the A‘-3 selection
in the ‘‘, ‘ , and  topologies, respectively.
As expected, for larger leptonic branching ratios, the 4J selections contribute less to the
overall eciency and are eventually dropped from the combinations. In contrast, the A‘
selections contribute more and are included for branching ratios in excess of 22% (depending
on the mass dierence). In the case considered here, where the three leptonic branching
ratios are almost identical, the  -3 selection is never used due to its larger background.
The 2J‘ selections have a low background and are used over most of the BR` range.
In the higgsino region, the optimal combination of neutralino AJ selections is determined
as a function of M . In the mixed region, the signal topologies vary rapidly, hence the
combination of several selections is used all over that region.
The combinations used for neutralino production in the case of heavy sleptons are
summarized in Table 3. The resulting signal eciency for 0 production in the higgsino
region is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of M , together with the expected background.
This plot also includes results obtained for lower slepton masses since in the higgsino region
the dominant topology consists of acoplanar jets even in that case. In the mixed region, a
combination of the AJ-H and 4Jγ selections is used.
For large leptonic branching ratios, the combination of the AJ, M‘, and A‘- selections
is used over most of the gaugino and mixed regions. Since, in these regions, the neutralino
production processes and the leptonic and hadronic branching ratios change rapidly as a
function of the parameters, such a combination provides a rather stable signal eciency of
typically 25% for slepton masses in excess of 80GeV=c2. For smaller slepton masses, invisible
nal states (due for instance to 0 production with 0 ! ~) become possible and give rise
to a signicant decrease in the neutralino sensitivity. The total background amounts to
about 130 fb, out of which about 70 fb comes from WW production.
3.5 Systematic effects
Except in the case of dilepton nal states where the WW background is taken into account,
no background subtraction is performed in the extraction of the results. It is therefore
sucient to evaluate the systematic uncertainties related to the determination of the signal
eciency and to the WW ! ‘‘ nal state.
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Figure 1: Signal eciency (dots) and total background (curves) for the chargino selection combinations as
a function of M for a 91GeV=c2 chargino and heavy sleptons.
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Figure 2: The AJ selection eciency for the ′ channel in the higgsino region (symbols) and the expected
background (lines) as a function of the mass dierence between the two neutralinos. The dierent symbols
refer to dierent values of the model parameters: m0 = 200 GeV=c2 and  positive (open circles) or negative
(triangles); m0 = 75 GeV=c2 and  negative (full circles). In all cases, tan  =
p
2 .
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A fast simulation is used for neutralinos and for charginos away from the kinematic limit.
A comparison of this fast simulation with the full simulation for a number of signal samples
shows a very good overall agreement. When slight dierences are seen, the fast simulation
gives lower eciencies. Conservatively, this eect is not corrected.
The various selections detailed above are very similar to those which were applied
at lower energies. The main systematic errors, related to the simulation of the energy
flow reconstruction and of lepton identication, were addressed in Ref. [4]. Their level is
essentially unchanged for the 183 GeV data. These systematic uncertainties are included in
the derivation of the results according to the method of Ref. [18]. They are also applied to
the WW ! ‘‘ background subtracted.
The beam-related background is expected to vary from year to year, as the centre-of-
mass energy is increased. This background is not included in the event simulation and is
taken into account separately. Its main eect is to contribute to E12, the energy detected
within 12 of the beam axis. The E12 distribution due to the beam-related background
is determined using data collected at random beam crossings, and a contribution to E12,
generated according to that distribution, is added to the simulated signal events prior to the
eciency determination.
3.6 Selected events
The selections detailed above were applied to the 183 GeV data. The combinations of
selections depend in general on the mass dierence and on the leptonic branching ratios.
The candidate events selected when heavy sleptons are assumed are presented rst, those
selected in the case of enhanced leptonic branching ratios next.
3.6.1 Heavy sleptons
Four events are selected by the combinations of selections listed in Tables 1 and 3. Due to
the sliding cuts and to the transitions between combinations, each of them contributes to
a limited range of M , as shown in Table 4. Candidate 2 is selected in the data taken atp
s = 181:7GeV and therefore does not contribute to the search for charginos with masses in
excess of 91GeV=c2. Candidate 3 is selected by both the chargino and neutralino searches.
Candidate 4 contributes only to M < 3:2GeV=c2 where the selection eciency is very
small.
The fourth selected event is most likely due to the γγ ! hadrons process, to be compared
to an expectation of 1.1 events. The expected background from other sources amounts to
4.4 events, with three candidate events observed.
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Table 4: Candidate events in the chargino and neutralino selections used in the case of
heavy sleptons, together with their centre-of-mass energies and the M ranges to which
they contribute.
candidate number selection
p
s (GeV) M range (GeV=c2)
1 2J‘-H 182.7 M > 65:5
2J -VH
2 2J -L 181.7 M > 31
4J-H
3
4J-H
182.7
19 < M < 53:5
AJ-H M > 37:5
4 2J‘-VL 182.7 1:8 < M < 3:2
3.6.2 Light sleptons
A total of 14 candidate events is selected in the data with the A‘ chargino selections, while
18.7 events are expected from Standard Model processes. Each candidate aects a limited
region of the (M , BR`) plane due to the sliding cuts.
Three events are selected in the data by the combination of neutralino analyses given in
Section 3.4, whereas 7.2 are expected from Standard Model processes. Two of the observed
events are selected by the A‘- analysis and are most likely due to WW production. They
were also found by the slepton searches at 183GeV reported in [2], and have to be compared
with 4.1 events expected from WW! ‘‘. The third candidate event is selected by the
AJ-H analysis (candidate 3 in Table 4).
4 Results and interpretation
The negative results of the searches for charginos and neutralinos described in the previous
section can be translated into limits on the gaugino production cross sections and masses as
well as into constraints on the MSSM parameter space. This is discussed in Section 4.1, rst
in the case of heavy sfermions and then in the case of light sfermions assuming scalar mass
unication.
By combining the searches for charginos and neutralinos presented above with the
searches for sleptons described in Ref. [2], the MSSM parameter space is further constrained,
and a lower limit on the mass of the LSP is extracted as a function of tan and m0. The
method and the results are presented in Section 4.2.
Exclusion regions in the MSSM parameter space can also be obtained from the Higgs
boson searches described in Ref. [5]. More stringent constraints on the LSP mass can
be derived by combining chargino, neutralino, slepton, and Higgs boson searches. This
is discussed in Section 4.3.
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Finally all results are interpreted in Section 4.4 within a more constrained model, minimal
supergravity.
In all cases, the limits are given at the 95% condence level. Whenever the kinematic
limit is indicated, it corresponds to the highest energy point (
p
s =183.8 GeV), at which 3%
of the total integrated luminosity was collected.
4.1 Interpretation in the MSSM
Chargino searches can be used to derive an upper limit on the cross section for the production
of chargino pairs. The result is shown in Fig. 3 for chargino masses close to the kinematic
limit and for sfermion masses large enough for W exchange to dominate the decay. The
discontinuities in the limit reflect mainly the changes in the number of candidates. Similarly,
the upper limit on the cross section for 0 production derived from neutralino searches is
shown in Fig. 4 for the higgsino region (M < 40GeV=c2), where Z exchange dominates the
decay. Apart from the assumption on the gaugino decay modes, these cross section limits
can be considered as essentially model independent, although the selection eciencies are
slightly aected by the chargino and neutralino eld content [4].
Within the MSSM, with the further constraint of gaugino mass unication at the GUT
scale and assuming that all scalars are heavy enough to play a negligible ro^le in the
gaugino phenomenology, all masses, production cross sections, and decay branching ratios
of charginos and neutralinos depend only on the parameters  and M2 for a given value of
tan . Limits on the production of charginos and neutralinos can therefore be used to exclude
regions in the (,M2) plane. Such exclusions are shown in Fig. 5 for tan =
p
2 and in Fig. 6
for tan  = 35. For small tan and negative , neutralino searches allow chargino exclusions
to be improved in most of the higgsino and mixed regions. In contrast, neutralino searches
are ineective in the gaugino region if sleptons are assumed to be heavy. The production
via t channel does not contribute in that case, and the s channel contribution is suppressed
because the higgsino component of the lightest neutralinos, responsible for their coupling to
the Z, is small in the gaugino region.
These results translate into chargino mass limits in the gaugino and higgsino regions
as shown in Fig. 7. Over most of the parameter space chargino searches exclude chargino
masses to within 1GeV=c2 of the kinematic limit. The deterioration of the limit for large
M2 is due to the fact that M is small in the deep higgsino region, leading to a lower
selection eciency. For small tan and negative , neutralino searches exclude chargino
masses well beyond the kinematic limit for chargino-pair production. Similarly, Fig. 8 shows
the lower limit on the sum of the masses of the two neutralinos produced with the largest
cross section (0 for M2 > 110GeV=c2 and mainly 00 for M2 < 110GeV=c2) as a function
of M2. The limit is within 3GeV=c
2 of the kinematic limit over most of the higgsino region.
The irregularities in the mixed region reflect the rapid changes in the production processes
(0; 00; 000) and decay branching ratios. The limit deteriorates at small M2 due to the
larger four-fermion background selected by the analyses aimed at M > 40GeV=c2. Figure 8
demonstrates that the dierent behaviour of the indirect limit on the chargino mass from
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Figure 3: The 95% C.L. upper limit on the chargino production cross section for charginos of mass
91GeV=c2 and for heavy sleptons, as a function of the mass dierence between the chargino and the lightest
neutralino.
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Figure 4: The 95% C.L. upper limit on the ′ production cross section in the higgsino region close to the
kinematic limit, as a function of the mass dierence between the two neutralinos.
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neutralino searches for  positive and negative, shown in Fig. 7, is due to features of the
mapping of the physical masses into the MSSM parameter space rather than to a dierence
in the mass reach of the neutralino search.
The case of small scalar masses is studied under the additional hypothesis that the soft
supersymmetry breaking masses of all sleptons and squarks unify, at the GUT scale, to a
common value m0. In this way the chargino and neutralino production cross sections and
their decay branching ratios are correlated. Because of too large a background from WW
production, chargino searches become less ecient when sleptons are light (small m0). As a
consequence, a new unexcluded region develops in the (, M2) plane, as shown in Fig. 9 for
m0 = 85 GeV=c
2. In this range of m0, however, the neutralino sensitivity extends over the
full mixed region and up to the deep gaugino region, thus lling this unexcluded domain.
The neutralino sensitivity reaches a maximum for m0  80GeV=c2. For larger m0 values
the cross section decreases because of the decreasing contribution of the t channel, while
for smaller m0 values the detection eciency decreases because of the increasing invisible
branching ratios (e.g., for 0 ! ~).
The lower limit on the chargino mass obtained in the gaugino region for m0=85GeV=c
2
is shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the limit from direct chargino searches is much
weaker than in the case of large scalar masses. When approaching the mixed region, indirect
limits from neutralino searches reach the kinematic limit for chargino production.
The above results are obtained with the assumption of no mixing in the stau sector.
The impact of mixing was studied in detail in Ref. [4] and found to be small. The chargino
and neutralino phenomenologies are also rather insensitive to the unication hypothesis for
squark masses.
4.2 Limit on the LSP
In the case of large scalar masses, chargino searches alone allow a lower limit on the mass of
the lightest neutralino to be set indirectly for any given tan . This limit is improved for low
tan  values when constraints inferred from the total and invisible Z width measurements [19]
and from direct searches for neutralinos [20] at LEP1 are taken into account. The result
is shown in Fig. 11 for m0 = 500GeV=c
2. It can be seen that neutralinos lighter than
29 GeV=c2 are excluded in that case for any value of tan . This limit is robust for larger
m0 values.
For low enough m0 values, chargino searches alone are no longer sucient to set a lower
limit on the mass of the lightest neutralino, for the reasons explained above. However,
neutralino production is enhanced, which allows neutralino searches to extend the domain
of sensitivity in the regions where the invisible decays such as 0 ! ~ are not the
dominant ones. Furthermore, lower m0 values correspond to smaller slepton masses. Slepton
searches [2] can therefore be used to restrict the allowed congurations in the MSSM
parameter space. The expected lower limit on the LSP mass turns out to be larger if only
the constraints from selectron production, which benets from a larger cross section than
that of the other slepton species with a similar background level, are used.
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An example of the interplay of these various constraints is shown in Fig. 12 for tan  =
p
2
and m0 = 75GeV=c
2. Here the focus is set on the mixed region, corresponding to
moderate values of M2 (M2 < 150GeV=c
2) and to moderate and negative values of 
(jj < 200 GeV=c2). The motivation for this choice is that previous mass limits for the
lightest neutralino [21, 22] were obtained in that region, which is moreover the scene of
rapid variations in production cross sections and decay patterns. The unexcluded region
kinematically accessible to chargino searches largely corresponds to the occurrence of two-
body leptonic decays. The exclusion by selectron searches would be almost equivalent to
a lower limit on M2 if cascade decays such as e˜R ! e0 with 0 ! γ, for which a null
eciency is conservatively assumed, were not present. In contrast to the case of chargino
and slepton searches, for which it is practical and sucient to produce selection eciency
maps for the main decay channels ( ! q q 0,  ! ‘,  ! ‘~, e˜R ! e), it is
necessary for the neutralino searches to perform complete simulations of all production and
decay processes because of the large and rapid variations which take place in the mixed
region. The combined exclusion is shown in Fig. 13. Altogether, a lower limit on the mass
of the LSP of 35GeV=c2 is obtained in this example.
Similar studies for several values of m0 and tan  lead to the conclusion that the limit
on the LSP mass is 28GeV=c2 in the mixed region, for any tan  and any m0. This
limit is reached in the so-called corridor [4, 21] where the chargino and sneutrino are
mass degenerate. The lepton from the  ! ‘~ decay is practically invisible, the heavier
neutralinos kinematically within reach decay invisibly, and at the same time the selectron
mass is at its experimental limit. Extending these investigations into the gaugino region
(moderate M2 and larger jj), the  mass lower limit obtained in the mixed region is found
to be robust for tan  < 6. For larger values of tan , the limit progressively degrades but
remains above 27GeV=c2, a value reached asymptotically for very large tan , in the deep
gaugino region and for m0 = 70GeV=c
2.
The evolution of the LSP limit with tan and m0 is illustrated in Fig. 14. The limit as a
function of tan is shown in Fig. 14a for m0 = 75GeV=c
2 whereas the limit as a function of
m0 is shown in Fig. 14b for tan =
p
2. For m0 = 75GeV=c
2 it can be seen that neutralino
searches at LEP2 are needed in order to exclude a massless LSP for tan  = 1. Increasing
slepton masses are responsible for the degradation of the limit with increasing tan  up to
1.8. At that point, the limit improves again because the chargino contribution takes over.
This improvement is due to the fact that the mass dierence between the chargino and the
LSP decreases with increasing tan; therefore, a given chargino mass limit excludes larger
 masses for larger tan. For tan =
p
2, the limit rst deteriorates with m0 because the
slepton mass increases. For larger m0 the limit stabilizes because of the enhanced chargino
and neutralino sensitivities: the chargino production cross section increases and the invisible
0 ! ~ decays become kinematically closed.
Extending the gaugino mass unication condition to gluinos, limits obtained at pp
colliders could also be considered in the present context. The published results are however
dicult to use in a detailed scan of the MSSM parameter space such as the one performed
here because they are given for specic choices of  and tan. It is nevertheless interesting
to see whether some improvement can be expected in the simplest case of large m0 and
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Figure 12: Regions in the (,M2) plane excluded by searches at LEP1 (a), by chargino searches at 183GeV
(b), by neutralino searches at 183GeV (c) and by selectron searches at LEP2 (d), for tan  =
p
2 and
m0 = 75 GeV=c2.
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Figure 13: Regions in the (,M2) plane excluded by the combination of LEP1 constraints (1), and of
chargino (2), neutralino (3), and slepton (4) searches at LEP2 for tan  =
p
2 and m0 = 75 GeV=c2. The
region excluded by the Higgs boson searches at LEP2 is also shown (5).
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Figure 14: Limit on the mass of the lightest neutralino as a function of tan  for m0 = 75 GeV=c2 (a) and
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 =
p
2 (b). The open circles represent the results obtained using the LEP1
constraints and chargino searches only, the crosses those obtained when the slepton searches are included,
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low tan. The best published gluino mass limit is 173GeV=c2 [23], obtained for tan = 2
and  = −200GeV=c2. For  values smaller than −100GeV=c2 or larger than 200GeV=c2
and for several values of tan , the limit remains within 10GeV=c2 of that value. It can be
turned into a lower limit of 47GeV=c2 on M2 (for s(mZ) = 0:12) in that same  range.
Even if this result could be extended into the mixed region, where the LSP mass limit from
the present analysis is set for large m0, no improvement would be obtained, although the
sensitivity would be similar for tan = 1.
4.3 Interpretation in the MSSM including Higgs boson searches
For low values of m0 and tan , constraints on the parameter space of the MSSM can also be
inferred from searches in the Higgs sector. At tree level, the mass mh of the lighter CP-even
Higgs boson depends only on the mass mA of the CP-odd Higgs boson and on tan . The
value of mh ranges from zero, for mA = 0, to a maximum value of mZjcos 2j for very large
values of mA. Therefore, a lower limit on mh trivially translates into a lower limit on tan .
When the radiative corrections due to the large top quark mass are taken into account,
the square of this upper bound is increased, at the one-loop level, by [24]
3g2
82
m4t
mW2
log
m2
t˜
m2t
:
Here, the two stops are assumed to be mass-degenerate and mt˜ is the stop mass. For mt˜ not
much larger than mt, this correction may be suciently small to still allow a lower limit on
tan  to be obtained. Alternatively, for a given (low) value of tan , a minimum value for mt˜
can be inferred from the lower limit on mh. In supergravity inspired models with universal
soft SUSY-breaking sfermion m0 and gaugino m1/2 masses at the grand unication scale,
the stop mass at the weak scale receives contributions from both of those, which allows the
lower limit on mt˜ to be translated into a lower limit on m1/2, once a (low) value of m0 is
chosen.
This simple picture needs to be rened when stop mixing is taken into account. The
main eect of stop mixing is to increase the size of the radiative corrections, and therefore to
further raise the upper bound on the Higgs boson mass. However, at the same time, one of
the stops becomes lighter, possibly very light, and results obtained in the stop sector become
constraining. It is this interplay between Higgs boson and stop mass lower limits which still
allows m1/2 to be constrained for low values of tan  and m0. For small mixing, the limits
on mh provide the most eective constraint, while for large mixing, limits on mt˜ play the
major ro^le.
To derive the results presented below, the radiative corrections in the Higgs sector from
Ref. [25] have been used. The left and right squark masses are calculated from m0 and m1/2
using the renormalization group equations as given in Ref. [26], but without the eect of
the top Yukawa coupling. (Since the eect of this coupling is to reduce the stop masses,
the results presented here can be considered conservative.) Universality of squark SUSY-
breaking masses at the GUT scale is assumed, but the Higgs sector is treated independently
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and radiative breaking of the electroweak symmetry is not enforced, thus leaving mA and 
as free parameters. Stop mixing is controlled by  and by the trilinear coupling At through
the combination ~At = At −  cot.
To decide whether a given set of ftan; m1/2; m0; ; At; mAg values, from which all
relevant physical quantities can be calculated, is experimentally excluded or not, a variety
of ALEPH results is used as explained in detail in Ref. [5]. The main constraints come from
the neutral Higgs boson searches at LEP2 [5, 27]. In addition, the results pertaining to the
chargino and neutralino sectors reported in the previous sections are used, as well as those
from searches at LEP2 for invisible [28] and charged [29] Higgs bosons, for scalar leptons [2]
and for scalar quarks [3], together with various LEP1 results [30].
In practice, an excluded domain in the (m1/2; ) plane is determined for a given choice of
tan  and m0. For each ftan; m0; m1/2; g set, a scan of the range of physically acceptable
At values, i.e., leading to stop masses larger than the  mass, is performed and the set is
rejected if it is excluded throughout the explored At range.
The result obtained by xing mA = 1TeV=c
2 is shown as a dashed curve in Fig. 15 for
tan  =
p
2 and m0 = 75GeV=c
2. The M2 limit (M2 = 0:82 m1/2) is almost independent
of . The reason is that the main influence of  comes through the stop mixing, i.e., via the
~At combination, so that a change in  can essentially be compensated by a change in At.
For most of the  range considered, the M2 limit at 130 to 150GeV=c
2 is well above the limit
inferred from direct searches for supersymmetric particles. However, there are also  regions
in which no improvement is achieved. This is due to the occurrence of congurations where
the stop and  are almost mass degenerate. The experimental searches for stops require a
minimal mass dierence between the stop and the LSP, and are inecient, e.g., for long-lived
stops. When the requirement mt˜ > mχ + 2GeV=c
2 is imposed, so that the ~t ! c decay is
allowed, these gaps are greatly reduced but do not disappear completely, as shown by the
dotted curve in Fig. 15. This constraint is imposed in the rest of this subsection.
The choice mA = 1TeV=c
2 may seem conservative since it leads to large values of
mh, close to its upper bound. Fine tuned combinations of parameters have however been
identied [5] with an unexcluded light Higgs boson h, and such that mA is much smaller
than 1TeV=c2. This renders necessary a further scan in mA for each ftan; m1/2; m0; ; Atg
set considered. The scan procedure is identical to that described in Ref. [5]. The result for
tan  =
p
2 and m0 = 75GeV=c
2 is shown as a continuous curve in Fig. 15. The improvement
in the exclusion range remains appreciable, in particular in the mixed region as shown in
Fig. 13. The degradation with respect to the result obtained for xed mA = 1TeV=c
2 is due
to the occurrence of pathological sets of parameters such as those discussed in Ref. [5]. The
improvement over the limit derived from chargino searches vanishes for large values of jj
( < −1:2 TeV=c2 or  > 1:4TeV=c2). Nevertheless, the  mass lower limit for tan  = p2
and m0 = 75GeV=c
2 improves from 35 to 43GeV=c2.
The same procedure was applied for several values of tan and m0. Examples of results
are shown in Fig. 14. The improvement in the  mass limit is quite substantial, but as
anticipated, it is limited to the lower tan  and m0 values. The tan  and m0 independent
lower limit of 27GeV=c2, obtained for large tan as explained in the previous section, is
therefore not aected.
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Figure 15: (M2; ) plane for tan  =
p
2 and m0 = 75 GeV=c2. Limits from SUSY searches (hatched)
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4.4 Interpretation in minimal supergravity
The results presented so far were derived in the context of a semi-constrained MSSM, with
six relevant parameters: tan , m1/2, m0, , At and mA. The number of parameters can
be further reduced within the framework of minimal supergravity [6]. The hypothesis of
unication at the GUT scale of all soft supersymmetry breaking scalar masses, i.e., now
including also those pertaining to the Higgs sector, removes mA from the list of independent
parameters. The constraint of a correct electroweak symmetry breaking, dynamically
triggered by the radiative corrections due to the large top Yukawa coupling, allows  to
be calculated from the other parameters up to a sign ambiguity. The trilinear couplings for
all scalars are also assumed to unify to a common value A0 at the GUT scale.
The remaining parameters are therefore m1/2, m0, A0, tan and the sign of . The
physically acceptable set of values for these parameters is restricted by the requirements
that the top Yukawa coupling should not develop a Landau pole up to the GUT scale, and
that none of the scalar particles should be tachyonic. The ISAJET package [31], with the
top quark mass set to 175GeV=c2, was used to obtain the results presented below.
Exclusion domains in the (m0; m1/2) plane are shown in Figs. 16 and 17 for tan  = 2,
3, 10 and 35, for  < 0 and  > 0, and for A0 = 0. In all cases, the theoretical constraints
restrict the allowed sets of fm0; m1/2g values. Large regions are excluded by the Higgs
boson searches, in particular for low tan and negative . Slepton searches contribute most
eectively for low m0, while the constraints from the Z width measurement at LEP1 and
from chargino searches at LEP2 forbid low m1/2 values.
The interplay between chargino, Higgs boson and slepton searches reduces the impact of
the small M corridor visible in the chargino exclusion area as a vertical strip. In Fig. 18,
a zoom on the corridor region is shown for tan  = 4 and  < 0. In this specic case, the Z
width measurement and chargino direct searches set a lower limit on m1/2 of 50GeV=c
2 (point
labelled A in the gure); the slepton searches increase the limit to 76GeV=c2 (point A0);
with the Higgs boson searches included, the lower limit on m1/2 is nally set to 90GeV=c
2
(point A00). For negative  and tan  up to 4.6, the Higgs boson searches improve the lower
limit on m1/2 set by chargino and slepton searches alone.
From these studies, constraints on the mass of the lightest neutralino are derived. The
lower limit on mχ as a function of tan is shown in Fig. 19 for A0 = 0 and for both  < 0 and
 > 0. Values of tan lower than those displayed are unphysical in minimal supergravity
for a top mass of 175GeV=c2. There is little structure in the limit for  > 0. For  < 0,
the limit is set at low tan by the combination of Higgs boson and chargino searches. The
limit degrades for tan > 3:5 because the exclusion domain from the Higgs boson searches
no longer fully covers the corridor. For tan  > 5, the limit improves again due to the
increasing coverage of the corridor by the slepton searches. Altogether, a  mass lower limit
of 35 GeV=c2 is set for A0 = 0. It is reached for tan  4:5. It was veried that neutralino
searches do not allow any improvement to be obtained at that point.
The impact of the value of A0 chosen was also studied, and congurations were found
for which  mass values substantially lower than 35GeV=c2 are allowed. An example of
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Figure 16: Minimal supergravity scenario: domains of the (m0 ; m1/2 ) plane excluded for tan  = 2 and
3, and for A0 = 0. Region 1 is theoretically forbidden. The other regions are excluded by the Z width
measurement at LEP1 (2), chargino (3) and slepton (4) searches, and by Higgs boson searches (5). The
dashed lines represent the kinematic limit for direct chargino searches.
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such a conguration is illustrated in Fig. 18 for tan = 4,  < 0 and A0 = −230GeV=c2.
The lower limit on m1/2, set at 65GeV=c
2 by chargino and slepton searches (point B) and
corresponding to a  mass of 29GeV=c2, is not improved by the Higgs boson searches. The
additional constraints of minimal supergravity therefore do not translate into a substantial
improvement of the absolute  mass lower limit.
5 Summary and conclusions
Searches for signals of the production of charginos and neutralinos in e+e− interactions have
been carried out using the 57 pb−1 collected in 1997 by the ALEPH detector at centre-of-
mass energies close to 183GeV. Selections addressing the various topologies which may arise
from chargino or neutralino production have been either updated from those which had been
applied to the data collected at lower centre-of-mass energies [4] or newly developed. In all
cases, the numbers and characteristics of the selected candidate events are consistent with
the expectations from standard model processes.
Upper limits have been derived for the production cross sections of charginos and
neutralinos. These are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for e+e− ! +− and e+e− ! 0. In
these gures, the assumption is made that the  and 0 decays proceed via virtual W and
Z exchanges. They can otherwise be regarded as practically model independent.
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In the framework of the MSSM with gaugino mass unication, these cross section limits
can be turned into excluded domains in the MSSM parameter space or into chargino and
neutralino mass lower limits, assuming all sfermions to be heavy. Such excluded regions in
the (; M2) plane are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for tan  =
p
2 and 35. These results can
equivalently be viewed as chargino or neutralino mass limits, as depicted in Figs. 7 and 8
for tan  =
p
2. The exclusions extend very close to the kinematic limit, at least as long as
the mass dierence mχ± −mχ or mχ′ −mχ is not too small.
The interpretation of the results for lower scalar masses has been performed in a more
constrained version of the MSSM, inspired by supergravity models. All slepton and squark
masses are assumed to derive from a common scalar mass m0 at the scale of grand unication,
which correlates all chargino and neutralino production cross sections and decay branching
ratios. (The impact of mixing, previously shown to be small [4], has been neglected.) For
low m0 values, which lead to a reduced sensitivity of chargino searches, advantage can be
taken of the results of the slepton searches [2] which can be interpreted in terms of the same
MSSM parameters with no further assumption. The interplay of the various constraints is
demonstrated in Fig. 13 for m0 = 75GeV=c
2 and tan  =
p
2.
The searches for the MSSM Higgs bosons [5] can also be used to constrain the MSSM
parameter space, at least for low values of tan . Since the Higgs boson masses depend
on the stop sector through radiative corrections, results from searches for stops [3] must
also be used. In the derivation of the exclusion domains, unication of scalar quark and
lepton masses is therefore an essential ingredient. Since stop mixing also influences the
Higgs sector, the At parameter is left free in order to produce the most general results. As
shown in Fig. 15, a substantial extension of the excluded region for m0 = 75GeV=c
2 and
tan  =
p
2 is obtained.
The model commonly referred to as minimal supergravity further assumes that all
scalar masses, including those pertaining to the Higgs sector, are unied. This renders the
results from Higgs boson searches even more constraining. Moreover, electroweak symmetry
breaking is induced dynamically, thus allowing the  parameter to be calculated except for
a sign ambiguity. In addition, all trilinear couplings such as At are assumed to derive from
a common value A0 at GUT scale. Results obtained in this highly constrained model are
presented in Figs. 16 and 17 where exclusion domains in the (m0; m1/2) plane are shown for
A0 = 0 and for several values of tan .
In the various scenarios considered above, the excluded regions can be turned into lower
limits for the mass mχ of the lightest neutralino, as summarized below.
 In the MSSM with gaugino mass unication, the searches for charginos reported in
this paper allow a  mass limit as a function of tan to be obtained for large slepton
masses, as shown in Fig. 11. For m0 > 500GeV=c
2, the tan independent lower limit
on mχ is 29GeV=c
2, and is reached for tan = 1.
 The evolution of the limit on mχ as a function of m0 and tan  has been determined,
under the assumption of slepton and squark mass universality, and using the results
from neutralino and slepton searches in addition. Examples of results are shown in
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Fig. 14. From these studies, it is concluded that the  mass exceeds 28GeV=c2 for any
m0 when tan < 6. The tan  and m0 independent lower limit on mχ is 27GeV=c
2.
It is reached in the gaugino region for large tan , when charginos and sneutrinos are
mass degenerate.
 The Higgs boson and stop searches allow the  mass lower limit to be improved for
low tan and low m0 as shown in Fig. 14.
 In minimal supergravity, i.e., with unication of all scalar masses and with radiative
electroweak symmetry breaking, the  mass is further constrained, as shown in Fig. 19
for A0 = 0. For this particular choice of A0, the lower limit on mχ is 35GeV=c
2,
independent of m0 and tan . However, the A0 independent limit is not larger than
29 GeV=c2.
The limits on chargino and neutralino masses and the constraints on the parameter space
of the MSSM reported in this paper are signicantly better than the results obtained at lower
energies by ALEPH [4, 22] and by the other LEP experiments [32]. In particular, the  mass
lower limit is increased up to 27GeV=c2. The DELPHI [33] and OPAL [34] collaborations
recently reported results of their searches for charginos and neutralinos in their 183 GeV
data. In Ref. [33], only the case of heavy sfermions is considered; the  mass lower limit set
in Ref. [34] is 24GeV=c2.
For the rst time, constraints on the MSSM parameters have been inferred from searches
for Higgs bosons. At LEP, an interpretation within the framework of minimal supergravity
has up to now been performed only by ALEPH.
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Appendix A: Selection variables
The variables used in the chargino and neutralino selections are described below. All
variables are calculated using energy flow particles. They are separated into ve categories:
variables linked to the global event properties, to the event separation into hemispheres, to
the jet reconstruction, to the kinematic reconstruction of γγ ! hadrons events and to the
presence of an identied lepton.
Global event properties
The visible mass Mvis, and energy Evis, the missing mass Mmiss and transverse momentum
PT as well as the number of good tracks Nch are important tools to separate the signals
from standard processes and are correlated with the mass dierence M . Good tracks are
charged particle tracks with at least four hits in the TPC originating from within a cylinder
of radius 2 cm and length 20 cm centered on the interaction point.
The missing momentum polar and azimuthal angles, miss and miss, are used to reject
events with energy lost along the beam axis or in cracks. In particular, there are small vertical
regions of reduced sensitivity between the modules of the luminosity calorimeter. Most
selections use tighter cuts when the missing momentum azimuthal direction is compatible
with the vertical direction.
The amount of energy E30w detected in a 30
 wedge around the missing momentum (in
the plane transverse to the beam axis) is a measurement of the isolation of the missing
momentum. Although there are neutrinos in  decays or heavy quark semileptonic decays,
they are not in general isolated in this respect. Since there might also be energy lost along the
beam direction (e.g., photons from radiative return to the Z resonance), only the transverse
plane is considered.
The energy E12 detected within 12
 of the beam axis is useful to reduce the γγ
background. The fraction F30◦ of the visible energy within 30
 of the beam axis is a measure
of the centrality of the event.
The presence of an isolated high energy photon is indicative of a radiative return to the Z
resonance. A photon is isolated if no energy flow particle is detected in a 30 half-angle cone
around its direction, excluding an inner cone of 5 half-angle to allow for shower split-o.
Only photons of energy in excess of 10GeV are considered.
In the energy flow algorithm, neutral hadrons arise from energy deposits not compatible
with the interaction of charged particles and not identied as photons. This class of objects
is sensitive to hadronic shower fluctuations. Fake neutral hadrons might spoil the event
kinematics, especially in the case of low visible energy events like γγ events. The energy from
neutral hadrons Enh (or the fraction Fnh = Enh=Evis) and the missing transverse momentum
computed excluding neutral hadrons P nhT are used to reject this type of events.
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Hemisphere properties
The thrust axis is used to separate events into two hemispheres. Its polar angle T is
a measure of the centrality of the event. The acoplanarity  is the angle between the
hemisphere momenta, and the inverse boost (B =
√
(1=γ21 + 1=γ
2
2)=2, where γi = Ei=mi)
measures the mean boost of the hemispheres. The transverse acoplanarity T is dened
similarly to  but, before calculating the thrust axis, by projecting the event onto the
plane transverse to the beam axis.
Jet properties
The denition of hemispheres using the thrust axis is sensitive to the boost of the event and
may not be appropriate, e.g., for γγ events. As an alternative, the event is forced to form
two jets with the Durham algorithm and similar quantities are calculated, in particular the
jet masses Mj1,j2 and polar angles cos j1,j2.
The ycut values y23 and y34 for which an event clustered with the Durham algorithm
changes from a two- to a three-jet, and from a three- to a four-jet topology, are used to
characterize multi-jet events and help reject the qq and WW backgrounds.
Kinematic reconstruction of γγ ! hadrons
With the hypothesis that the kinematics of the event is that of a γγ interaction with the
outgoing electron (positron) undeflected, it is possible to reconstruct the four-momentum of
the deflected positron (electron). If the smaller polar angle scat of the two hypotheses is
large, the outgoing particle should be detected in γγ events. If not, its energy might have
been poorly reconstructed, e.g., due to cracks. The minimal angle point of the reconstructed
outgoing particle with any energy flow object is used to reject this type of events.
Leptons
The presence of an identied electron or muon is a powerful tool to reduce background for
the relevant chargino and neutralino topologies. The energy E`1 of the leading lepton and its
isolation E30`1 (calculated as the energy in a cone of 30
 half-angle, excluding neutral energy
flow particles in a 5 half-angle cone) and its transverse momentum PT`1 allow signal and
backgrounds to be separated. The mass Mhad and energy Ehad of the recoiling system are
used to reject the WW background. The acoplanarity between the lepton and the recoiling
system is denoted `h. In events with several leptons, the energy of the next-to-leading
lepton E`2 is used to separate primary leptons from secondary leptons or electrons from
photon conversions.
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Appendix B: Selection criteria
The anti-γγ cuts for the chargino 4J and 2J‘ selections are given in Table 5 and those for
the neutralino AJ and M‘ selections in Table 6.
The other selection criteria are given in
 Table 7 for the 4J and 2J‘ selections for high and low M ;
 Table 8 for the 4J and 2J‘ selections for very low M ;
 Table 9 for the 2J selections;
 Table 10 for the A‘-3 selection;
 Table 11 for the AJ and M‘ selections.
The cuts for the A‘- selection are optimized in each point of the explored parameter space.
Typical values for the cuts on the two leading lepton momenta are identical to those of the
M‘ selection given in Table 11.
Throughout the tables, energies are expressed in GeV, momenta in GeV=c and masses
in GeV=c2.
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Table 5: Cuts against γγ ! hadrons for the chargino 4J and 2J‘ selections. The y indicates that the cut
is applied when the azimuthal angle of the missing momentum is within 15◦ of the vertical plane. The 4J-L
cuts are also used for the 2J selections.
Chargino - 4J
M range
H L
Mvis > 4
Nch  7  4
PT  f1
p
s / f2
p
s
y
f1 = 5%, f2 = 7:5%
T < 175
E12 < 5%
p
s = 0
scat > 1 or point > 2 1 = 10; 2 = 15 1 = 15; 2 = 10
(scat − 10) > 1 or point > 2 1 = 3; 2 = 5 −
jcos missj < 0:95
Fnh < 45%
Fnh < f1 or P nhT > f2
p
s f1 = 30%; f2 = 3%
E`1 < 20%
p
s
thrust < 0:9 −
E30w − < 1:5%
p
s
Chargino - 2J‘
M range
H L
Mvis > 4
Nch  3
identied lepton E`1 > 2:5
PT  f1
p
s / f2
p
s
y
f1 = 5%; f2 = 7:5% f1 = 2:5%; f2 = 3:75%
T < 175
E12 < 5%
p
s = 0
scat > 1 or point > 2 1 = 15; 2 = 5
jcos missj − < 0:95
Fnh < 45%
min(E30w ; E30`1 ) − < 0:5%
p
s
E`1 < 30%
p
s < 20%
p
s
Mmiss > 25%
p
s −
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Table 6: Cuts against γγ ! hadrons for the neutralino AJ and M‘ selections. The y indicates that the cut
is applied when the azimuthal angle of the missing momentum is within 15◦ of the vertical plane.
Neutralino - AJ
M range
H L
Mvis > 4
Nch  7  4
PT  f1
p
s / f2
p
s
y
f1 = 5%; f2 = 7:5% f1 = 3%; f2 = 4:5%
PT =Evis > 20% > 40%
T < 170 < 120
 < 170 −
E12 < 5%
p
s = 0
scat > 1 or point > 2 1 = 15; 2 = 5
jcos missj < 0:95
Fnh < 45%
Fnh < f1 or P nhT > f2
p
s
f1 = 30%
f2 = 3% f2 = 1:8%
E`1 < 20%
p
s
E30w < 7:5%
p
s = 0
F30◦ < 70% −
Neutralino - M‘
Mvis > 4 and trigger conditions
PT  f1
p
s / f2
p
s
y
f1 = 5%, f2 = 7:5%
T < 175
E12 < 5%
p
s
scat > 1 or point > 2 1 = 15; 2 = 5
jcos missj < 0:95
Fnh < 45%
Fnh < f1 or P nhT > f2
p
s f1 = 30%; f2 = 3%
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Table 7: Cut values for the chargino 4J and 2J‘ selections for the high and low M regions.
Chargino - 4J
M range
H L
anti-γγ cuts Yes
thrust < 0:9 < 0:95 − 0:0025M
Evis < 8 + 2:35M − 0:017M2 −
y23 > −0:055 + 0:002min(M; 40) −
y23 > y1(Mvis − 60) y1 = 0:0005[10 + max(M − 45; 0)] −
E30w < 8%
p
s −
E`1 − < 20
B − > 0:01M
Mmiss − Mmiss > (176− 2M)Mmiss < (185 − 1:5M)
Mvis − (−28 + 1:8M) < Mvis < 75
Isolated γ none
Chargino - 2J‘
M range
H L
anti-γγ cuts Yes
Nch
 7 (M > 22) − 5 (M < 22)
E`1
< 20%
p
s (M < 70)
< 20
< 25%
p
s (M > 70)
> 7%
p
s (M > 70)
E`1 > 0:001M
p
s (31 < M < 70) −
> 1%
p
s (M < 31)
E30`1 < 15%
p
s −
E30`1 < f1
p
s or E30w < f2
p
s f1 = 2%, f2 = 5% −
Ehad < E1 or E`1 < E2 E1 = 55, E2 = 17:5%
p
s −
y1 = 0:05 (M > 70)
y1 = 1 (M < 70)
y23 > y1(Ehad − Eh) Eh = 60 (M > 70) −
Eh = 27:5 + 0:5M (31 < M < 70)
Eh = 40 (M < 31)
Mmiss
> 56 (M > 70) > (177 − 1:7M)
> 184:3 − 1:83M (M < 70) < (182 − 0:7M)
thrust − < 1:05− 0:004M
T − < 170

(< 130 if Nch  4)
Mhad − > 1:5
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Table 8: Cut values for the chargino 4J and 2J‘ selections for the very low M region. In the case of
4J-VL, the cuts are given for the M region where the selection applies.
Chargino - VL
Topology
4J 2J‘
Mvis > 3 and trigger conditions
Nch > 3 > 2
E12 = 0
scat > max(13; 38 − 2:5M) −
miss 15 away from vertical plane −
jcos missj < 0:92 < 0:9
cos j1,j2 < 0:9 < 0:94
thrust < 0:85 < 0:9
Mmiss > 1:7Evis
> max(120; 177 − 1; 7M)
< (182 − 0:7M)
> 2:3%
PT /
p
s > (7:4 + 1:6M)=600 1:7% (2:55%)y
< (4M + 20)=600
PT /Evis > 31% or PT > 3%
p
s > 25%
T
< (110 + 5M) < 150 if Nch = 4
< (2545PT =
p
s + 50:5) < 135 if Nch = 3 and jcos missj > 0:7
Fnh
< 40% −
= 0 or P nhT > 2%
p
s
jets
(Mj1 + Mj2) > 0:3Mvis or −jMj1 −Mj2j > 0:2Mvis
E`1 < 10 > 1:2 (e), > 2:2 ()
PT`1 −
> 1
> 2:5 or scat > 2
E30`1 −
< 8
= 0 or `h < 100
E30w − = 0
Mhad − min(3; 1 + 0:1M) < Mhad < 30
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Table 9: Cut values for the chargino 2J selections for the very high, high and low M regions.
Chargino - 2J
M range
VH H L
anti-γγ cuts Yes (4J-L)
Mmiss > 95 > 160 −M > 190− 2M
Mmiss < 135 < 182:5 − 0:75M < 190−M
Mvis < 65 < M + 5 −
thrust < 0:875 < 1:025 − 0:0025M < 0:95
− log(y23) < 2:25 < 2:8 < 2:5
E`1 < 5%
p
s −
cos T − < 0:95
T − < 160 < 140
Evis − < 35%
p
s −
Table 10: Cuts on the energy of the leading lepton for the chargino A‘-3 selection.
Chargino - A‘-3
M range E`1=Ebeam <
M > 15 0:074 + 0:00526M
7 < M < 15 0:014 + 0:00937M
M < 7 −0:0096 + 0:01049M
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Table 11: Cuts for neutralino selections. The positions of the cuts for variables with a y
depend on the point in the SUSY parameter space; typical values are given for illustration.
Neutralino
Topology
AJ-H AJ-L 4Jγ
anti-γγ cuts Yes Yes Yes (4J-H)
M ymiss > 174 − 1:06M 110
thrust < 0:95 −
 < 170 − < 160
T < 170 −
E30w − < 7:5%
p
s
isolated γ − 1
Topology
AJ-H AJ-L 4Jγ
anti-γγ cuts Yes
identied e=  2e or  2
E`1
y < 60
E`2
y < 25 if no isolated γ
M yvis < 60
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